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✩

35

Sounds from near and far 
Observations
Some sounds are loud; some sounds are soft. The farther you are from a
sound, the harder it is to hear.

Predict and test if a 
blindfolded person can locate
you in a room when you speak.
Do the activity on website 35-1. 

Science exploration  

Science activity
A girl is ringing a bell. Which of the other four children will hear the bell the
loudest? Color in that child.
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Predict and test if a blindfolded person can 
locate you in a room when you speak.

     Take extra care - ask an adult 
to supervise you.
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The child learns that different materials make different
sounds, and experiments with what affects loudness.
Use words such as “low-pitched” or “high-pitched” to
describe sounds. If the child is taking music lessons,
apply this language to his or her music. 

34 ✩ The sound of music 
Observations
You can make sounds by plucking, beating, scraping, shaking, 
or blowing things.

Science activity
Draw a line joining each musical instrument to the word that describes 
how a sound is made on it.

scrape

pluck

shake

blow

Science exploration

beat

In this activity the child will experiment with shadow
making. Creating shadows from toys should be
motivating. The child will see that he or she can vary
the size of the shadow by moving the object closer to
or further from the light source or the wall. 

33 ✩The dark side of shadows 
Observations
If you shine a flashlight through some glass onto a wall, you can see the light
on the wall. If you shine a flashlight onto a cardboard shape, no light passes
through the shape; instead, you see a shadow of the shape on the wall. A
shadow is a dark place where there is no light.

Science activity
Use a black crayon or pencil to draw the shadow that the
object below will make on the wall.

Science exploration

Children will learn that far-off sounds are harder to
hear than those close by, and that their ears can help
locate the direction from which a sound comes.
Children should discover that distance makes locating
the source of the sound more difficult. 
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         Children will learn that far-off sounds are 
harder to hear than those close by, and that their ears 
can help locate the direction from which a sound 
comes. Children should discover that distance makes 
locating the source of the sound more difficult.
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